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	You can use the Drupal 7 content management framework to build a small business
	website rapidly. You may add blogs; images and image galleries; maps, e-commerce
	and shopping carts; social application integration including Twitter and Flickr,
	and more to your site to connect with your customers and make more money
	from your business.


	Drupal 7 Business Solutions will give you hands-on practical tutorials on how to
	build a rich and dynamic website for your business quickly using one of the most
	popular tools in open source.


	You'll start by adding blogs and images to your website. Then you'll learn how
	to add a VIP section to your site so that you can give your logged in users special
	discounts and other VIP freebies. Next, you will learn to send your customers
	e-mail newsletters and show them a dynamic events calendar.


	The book will then teach you to add e-commerce to your site using the new Drupal
	Commerce module so you can sell your products online. You'll add YouTube videos,
	Google maps, and Flickr-based photos to help enhance your business site. You will
	then learn to incorporate feedback mechanisms for your customers.


	The book also explains how to maintain your site, upgrade it, and continue adding
	dynamic content to it over time so you can market your business successfully with
	a professional, flexible and optimized website.
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Image-Based RenderingSpringer, 2006
Image-based rendering (IBR) refers to a collection of techniques and representations that allow 3D scenes and objects to be visualized in a realistic way without full 3D model reconstruction. IBR uses images as the primary substrate. The potential for photorealistic visualization has tremendous appeal, and it is thus not surprising that IBR has...
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Liquid Crystals Beyond Displays: Chemistry, Physics, and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The chemistry, physics, and applications of liquid crystals beyond LCDs


	Liquid Crystals (LCs) combine order and mobility on a molecular and supramolecular level. But while these remarkable states of matter are most commonly associated with visual display technologies, they have important applications for a variety of...
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Emerging Natural Hydrocolloids: Rheology and FunctionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		The first guide devoted to the functions, structures, and applications of natural hydrocolloids

	
		In today’s health-conscious climate, the demand for natural food products is growing all the time. Natural hydrocolloids, therefore, have never been more popular. With their thickening, stabilizing, gelling, fat...
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Adobe Flash Professional CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Full-color book and video package teaches you Flash in a flash! If you want to design and maintain dynamic websites with Adobe Flash, this full-color book-and-video training package from expert instructors is the perfect place to start. Fifteen self-paced, step-by-step lessons are accompanied by video tutorials, and this powerful combination...
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BizTalk Server 2016: Performance Tuning and OptimizationApress, 2018

	
		Gain an in depth view of optimizing the performance of BizTalk Server. This book provides best practices and techniques for improving development of high mission critical solutions.  You'll see how the BizTalk Server engine works and how to proactively detect and remedy potential bottlenecks before they occur.
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Pro JSF and HTML5: Building Rich Internet ComponentsApress, 2013

	Pro JSF and HTML5 shows you how to leverage the full potential of JavaServer Faces (JSF) and HTML5. This book is for Java developers who aspire to build sophisticated, enterprise-grade web experiences with HTML5-enabled JSF. Written by JSF experts and verified by established community figures, this book will serve as your primary resource,...
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